This study entitled Women"s Languange in the movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallflower. This study is aimed at identifying the language features applied by women and finding out the functions of the language in the movie script.The theories applied in this study were the theory of women"s language proposed by lakoff (1975). Lakoff states that women"s speech was characterized by language features such as: the use hedges and fillers, tag question, rising or question intonation, empty adjective, precise color, intensifier, hypercorrect grammar, super polite form, the avoidance strong swear word, and emphatic stress. This study used the movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallfloweras the data source. The movie script was choosen as the data in this study because it contained women"s language. The collected data were selected and put into categories of women"s language features and their functions which were descriptively analyzed based on the theory applied.The finding of analysis shows that the women"s language features found in this movie script include the use lexical hedges, tag question, rising or question intonation, empty adjective, intensifier, hypercorrect grammar, super polite form, and the avoidance strong swear word. Morever, the findings also show that the function of the women"s language features show the speaker"s strengthened assertion, the speaker"s admiration for something, and to emphasize the speaker"s judgment of something.
1.
Background of the Study Language can be defined as a tool for communication. The existence of language takes an important role in society because by language people can communicate with one another and maintain relationship in social life. People interact in society through language conversation. According to Manser (2006) , he divided the types of language in conversation itself into two groups. The first is Informal Language, it is defined as the language of ordinary or casual conversation that is a conversation between people who know one another and feel relatively. The second is Formal Language which is defined as the language official conversation that language agrees with the rules. The conversation feels relatively constrained and with best behavior.
Sociolinguistics explains how people speak differently in different social contexts.Men or women are the person who communicates each other. They do not speak in the same way. The differences of their conversations are in the content categories. When women talk to women, they usually talk about their feelings, their relationship and families. On the other hand, when men talk to men, they talk about sports, cars, and doing things. This study would analyze the features and their functions as represented by the women"s characters in the movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallflower.The movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallflower was chosen since this movie script could show the phenomenon of the features women"s language more completely to be analyzed.
Problems of the Study
The problems of this study are formulated as follows:
a.
What kinds of women"s language features are used in the movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallflower? b.
What are the functions of women"s language features in the movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallflower?
Aims off the Study
The aims of this study are related to the problems proposed above, they are:
To find out the women"slanguage features used in the movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallflower. b.
To find out the functions of women"s language features used in the movie script of The Perks of Being a Wallflower.
Research Method
In this section, there are four points of discussion covered including data source, method and technique of collecting data, method and technique of analyzing data, the last is method and technique of presenting the analysis.
Data source
The data of this study were taken from the observation script of the movie "The Perks of Being a Wallflower". The original script of the movie has been published in the internet. The script contains many conversations between women"s and men"s characters, and also women"s and women"s characters but ISSN: 2302 -920X Jurnal Humanis, Fakultas Ilmu Budaya Unud Vol 22.2 Mei 2018 544 this study only analyzes women"s language in the movie.
Method and technique of collecting data
The data of this study were taken from the movie script of "The Perks of Being a Wallflower" by using documentation method. There weresome steps taken in collecting data. First, reading the script of the movie thoroughly to find out the sentence which could be conseidered as women"s language features and their function. Then note taking of the data and ordering it into the list.
Method and technique of analyzing data
The collected data wereanalyzedusing the qualitative method. Based on the method and technique of collecting data above, after classifying the data based on the characteristic of women"s language, the data were analyzed descriptively to find out the language features applied by the women and analyzed their functions using the theory proposed by Lakoff (1975) .
Method of presenting result of analysis
The data of this study were analyzed by qualitative method, which means that the data were described or explained by words. Analyzing the data based on women"s language features and their functions proposed by Lakoff (1975) . The result of the analysis was presented descriptively by showing the types of women"s language features and their functions in the sentence of the conversation, because the problem of this study needs description of analysis in order to make the utterance understandable for the readers.
Analysis Of Women's Language Features And Functions
The language features found in this movie script were the use of lexical hedges, the use of tag question, the use of rising intonation, the use of empty adjective, the use of intensifier, the use of hypercorrect grammar, the use of super polite form, and the use of avoidance strong swear words.
Lexical Hedges
Lakoff (1975:54) states hedges is one features that convey the sense the speaker is uncertain about what he (or she) is saying, or cannot vouch for the accuracy of the statement, such as "well", "you know", "so fourth". The functions to mitigate the possible unfriendliness or unkindness of a statement used for the sake of politeness and to show speaker"s uncertainty about what she is saying, or cannot vouch for the accuracy of the statement. 
Tag Question
Tag question is a grammatical structure in which a declarative statement or an imperative is turned into a question by adding an interrogative fragment (the"tag") to request confirmation or disconfirmation of the statement from theaddressee. The functions are to give the addressee leeway, not forcing him to goalong with the speaker, make "small talk", trying to elicit conversation from theaddressee, ask one"s opinion in polite way in discussing personal feeling, avoidasserting herself in strong way, thereby to avoid coming in the conflict with theaddressee. In the conversation tag question doesn't it used by Mary Elizabeth above is used to show her lack confidence. It seems that the speaker has not convinced by what she said. She used tag question since she was not sure whether Charlie like it or not. The function of tag question doesn't it in the conversation above is used to make a small talk or try to elicit conversation from the addressee. Women usually exploit tag question in order to keep conversation going.
Rising Intonation
Rising intonation is how people talk or ask something with a higher voice at the end of the sentence.The function of rising or question intonations is used when the speaker is seeking for confirmation, though at the same time speaker may be the only one who has the requisite information. In the conversation, Alice used the empty adjectives "gorgeous" in her utterance to show that she likes the black and white photo of naked Sam back on the wall of Craig"s loft apartment.She used the empty adjectives in order to indicate the approbation for something but it is only used to convey the emotional reaction rather than to give specific information.The use of empty the adjective gorgeous in her utterance is to express her admiration for Craig"s photo.
Candace

Intensifier
Intensifier is the emphasis on the words spoken by the speaker. The function is to strengthen an assertion shown through women"s feeling about something as they do not know how strong the feeling is. Charlie"s mother used intensifier so in her utterance to show her feeling to Mary Elizabeth. She was happy that she met Mary Elizabeth for the first time.
Mother
Intensifier can be used to strengthen an assertion. It is also used to hedge on one"s feelings and to show strong emotions.
In addition, the intensifier so functions to show that the speaker (Charlie"s mother) had a strong feeling on her assertion. The use of intensifier so showed Charlie"s Mother strong emotions that she was happy to meet Mary Elizabeth.
Hypercorrect Grammar
Hypercorrect grammar is standard grammar used by the speaker while they are speaking. It functions to show politeness and at the same time create a distance to the addressees. She used hypercorrect grammar I had grilled. The sentence I had grilled in Sam utterance was considered past perfect tense and the rule is: S+ had+ past participle. She used hypercorrect grammar in her utterance since she wanted to speak politely. This utterance called hypercorrect grammar since it contains sentence structure in the conversation. So, the conversation could be seen that the function of the hypercorrect grammar is to show politeness and at the same ISSN: 2302 -920X Jurnal Humanis, Fakultas Ilmu Budaya Unud Vol 22.2 Mei 2018 547 time to create a distance to the addressees.
Sam
Superpolite Form
Super polite form is uttered to make the listeners feel comfortable, and to hold on well the relationship. It is often suggested that politeness is developed by societies in order to reduce friction in personal interaction. Lakoff (1975:10) states that women often avoide using the strong swear word or strong expletive (such damn, shit or one of many other words).The function of how strongly one allows oneself to feel about something so the strength of emotion conveyed in sentence corresponds to the strength of particle The conversation, Sam use Oh, my God in her utterance shows how she got surprised by the music. Sam was very happy so she runs to the center on the floor and she starts dancing. The most form of swear word form found in the data is the word God used by the women characters in the movie. The function of the words Oh, My God spoken by Sam was to show how strongly she allowed herself to feel about something, so the strength of the emotion conveyed in a sentence corresponds to strength of the particle in her utterance; she showed how surprised she was.
Mother
Avoidance of Strong Swear Words
Conclusion
The topic of discussion in this study was women"s language in term of women"s linguistic features and their functions.There are eight features of women language, as identified by Robin Lakoff (1975) . They are lexical hedges, the use of tag question, the use of rising intonation, the use of empty adjective, the use of intensifier, the use of hypercorrect grammar, the use of super polite form, and the use of avoidance strong swear words. All of those features were found in the movie script entitled "The Perks of Being a Wallflower" and used by the some female characters in this movie.
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